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Practice Tips Under Alternative A (the New Driver’s License Rule) 
 

California has changed the way in which an individual debtor is to be identified 
on a financing statement under Commercial Code section 9503.  Assembly Bill 1858 
was approved by the Governor on August 25, 2014 and will take effect January 1, 
2015.  It adopts Alternative A, also known as the “only if” option or the driver’s license 
rule.  If an individual debtor holds an unexpired driver’s license or identification card 
issued by the Department of Motor Vehicles, then a financing statement sufficiently 
identifies the debtor only if it provides the name of the individual as indicated on the 
driver’s license or identification card (the “license name requirement”).  Absent such a 
license or card, then the financing statement sufficiently identifies the debtor only if it 
provides the individual name of the debtor or the surname and first personal name of 
the debtor (the “individual name requirement”), which is the only requirement  currently 
in section 9503.  These rules apply only when the debtor’s principal residence is in 
California.  If the debtor has more than one unexpired license or card, the most 
recently issued is the source document. 

Transition Rules (new sections 9901-9907): 

A financing statement filed before the January 1, 2015 effective date that 
sufficiently provides an individual debtor’s name under current section 9503 will 
remain effective after the effective date until the next scheduled lapse date.  If a 
secured party intends to continue a financing statement filed before the effective date, 
it should ask for the debtor’s driver’s license and if the name is different from the name 
on the filed financing statement, the secured party should amend the record to add the 
driver’s license name before filing a continuation statement. 

Circumstances That May Affect Perfection and Priority:  

Additional or multiple filings by the secured party may be required if the 
individual debtor (a) changes its name or principal residence (location), (b) fails to 
renew its license, (c) obtains a new license with a different name, (d) obtains a new 
license in another state, or (e) transfers or sells the collateral, or if a new debtor 
assumes the obligations of the debtor of record, or if  the Secretary of State’s UCC 
standard search logic or forms change or do not accommodate the driver’s license 
name requirement.  These events may require financing statement amendments 
under sections 9203(d) (enforceability of security agreement when a new debtor 
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becomes bound), 9316 (when a debtor changes location to another jurisdiction), 9507 
(when the financing statement becomes seriously misleading because of certain post-
filing events) or 9508 (effectiveness of financing statement when a new debtor 
becomes bound), mainly because Alternative A is more exacting and less flexible than 
current section 9503.  Also, because the name fields are different on the license and 
financing statement (i.e., the license has LN and FN, and the financing statement has 
surname, first personal name, additional name(s)/initial(s) and suffix), plausible name 
variations should be shown as additional debtors if there is any doubt how the license 
name should be entered in the financing statement (e.g., whether what appears to be 
a middle name in the FN field should be entered in the first name box or additional 
name box). 

Fixture Filings (defined in section 9102(a)(40)): 

California did not adopt a complementary fixture filing amendment to section 
9502(c) as recommended by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws and The American Law Institute when a state adopts Alternative A in 
section 9503.  That amendment would have overridden the driver’s license name 
requirement and substituted the individual name requirement when a mortgage or 
deed of trust is recorded in the real property records as a financing statement filed as 
a fixture filing under subdivision (c), but not when a financing statement is filed as a 
fixture filing in the real property records under subdivision (b).  The reason for the 
recommended  amendment to subdivision (c) of section 9502, not adopted in 
California, is to provide an exception or safe harbor when the name of the individual 
owner, trustor, mortgagor or holder of a real property interest in the real property 
records may not be the individual’s driver’s license name.  The effect of not adopting 
this amendment in California is an open question.  But the practical answer is to 
comply with subdivision (b) of section 9502 by recording a financing statement as a 
fixture filing in the real property records (with the driver’s license name), and also 
comply with subdivision (c) by recording a deed of trust as a financing statement filed 
as a fixture filing (with the individual name as it appears in the real property 
records).  This will provide notices that satisfy both the Commercial Code and real 
property search systems.  If the secured party has a security interest granted by the 
individual debtor in personal property collateral (other than fixtures) in which a security 
interest is perfected by filing, then a regular financing statement should be filed with 
the Secretary of State.  

This e-Bulletin was prepared by John R. Engel, Co-Chair of the Commercial 
Transactions Committee. 
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